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OREGON-BASED GLASWELD CONSULTS ON GLASS REPAIR IN BRAZIL
International glass repair company provides equipment and consulting to largest glass repair networks in Brazil
28 July 2009 - São Paulo, Brazil - GlasWeld, a complete solutions provider for the glass repair
industry, is providing expert consulting services this week to the two largest glass repair and
replacement companies in Brazil. While there, GlasWeld staff will be training the companies’ trainers
on the proper use of the G3fusion Auto Glass Repair System and implementing multiple systems in
locations throughout the country.
The Brazilian companies had seen demonstrations and information on GlasWeld’s products at
international auto mechanic shows. After learning about the G3fusion System and its capabilities,
they wanted to put it into service within their glass repair networks. After training and initiation is
complete, the G3fusion will be the official auto glass repair system for both companies.
“These companies wanted the best equipment for their marketplace, and decided on G3fusion after
seeing its excellent results firsthand,” said Mike Boyle, president of GlasWeld. “Not only will we be
helping them to incorporate our technology into daily operations, but we will also be providing
training packages for their own trainers to use. This education is vital to successful implementation
in Brazil and we are excited to become a partner with them in this region of the world.”
More information about GlasWeld and the G3fusion System can be found at www.glasweld.com.
About GlasWeld
Based in Bend, Oregon, GlasWeld provides complete glass repair solutions—from revolutionary equipment
to unparalleled training programs and technical support—for both flat glass and auto glass. The company’s
consulting and contracting division puts its vast experience in glass damage to work in the field, traveling all
over the world to diagnose and address clients’ glass issues. GlasWeld’s product lines have been developed
based on decades of industry research, development and customer feedback. Because glass repair is
intrinsically sustainable, GlasWeld has integrated creative, tangible environmental initiatives into its daily
operations, including ongoing education for the greater glass industry. For more information, visit
http://www.glasweld.com or call 800-321-2597.
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